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The History of Web Archiving
An explosive amount of data has been generated in the past two decades and

shared by billions of people over the Internet, and this paper discusses the

history and the current challenges of archiving massive and extremely

diverse amounts of user-generated WWW data.
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ABSTRACT | This paper describes the history and the current

challenges of archiving massive and extremely diverse

amounts of user-generated data in an international environ-

ment on the World Wide Web and the technologies required for

interoperability between service providers and for preserving

their contents in the future.
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I . INTRODUCTION

The World Wide Web proposed by Tim Berners Lee in

1990 totally changed the way of publishing and broadcast-

ing. An explosive amount of information has been gener-

ated in the past two decades and shared by billions of

people over the Internet. Most web content is born digital.

That is, it is originally created in digital form and its

lifetime is rather short. The importance of preserving
digital information was recognized in the late 1990s and

various institutes, including the Internet Archive and

national libraries, started archiving web content. In 2003,

the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization (UNESCO) regarded digital materials as a

cultural heritage, and raised the need for action to preserve

this digital heritage [1]. This section describes those web

archiving activities.

II . INTERNET ARCHIVE

In 1996, Brewster Kahle founded the Internet Archive [2]

as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit in the United States to provide

permanent access to historical collections of digital mate-

rials, and began to archive web contents donated from
Alexa Internet and others. The Archive expanded its col-

lections to include scanned books, music, and videos in

1999. In 2001, it provided a search interface. This was the

so-called BWayback machine[ to access historical versions

of archived web pages by specified uniform resource

locators (URLs). It also developed a full text search engine,

the so-called BRecall,[ in 2003, which was eventually

stopped in 2004. Recall could search archived web pages
by keywords, and show temporal histograms of keyword

occurrences in the Archive. In 2007, it was officially

recognized as a library by the State of California. The

Archive includes 2.4 petabytes of web contents along with

1.7 petabytes of books, music, and video collections as of

December 2010.

The Archive developed its own technologies for storing

and collecting data. For storing petabytes of archived data
safely, it designed a high-density, low-cost, and low-power

storage system Petabox in 2004 (Fig. 1). For collecting web

pages, the Archive developed open-source web crawler

Heritrix with the Nordic national libraries from 2003, and

it has been used in archiving projects by various organiza-

tions and national libraries.
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Fig. 1. Hardware of the Internet Archive (Petabox: http://www.

archive.org/web/petabox.php).
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III . INTERNET MEMORY FOUNDATION

The Internet Memory Foundation [3] was originally

founded in 2004 as the European Archive, a nonprofit
institution based in Amsterdam, The Netherlands and

Paris, France. The foundation has been archiving dozens of

terabytes of data per month in European region, and

building access and navigation interfaces for archived data.

It has been involved in various projects funded by the

European Commission to support growing and dynamic

web archives. In the Living Web Archives project (LiWA)

from 2008 to 2011, the foundation developed technologies
including rich media capturing, temporal coherence ana-

lysis, spam assessment, and terminology evolution de-

tection. These technologies were released as open source

in 2010.

IV. NATIONAL WEB ARCHIVES

The most recent survey on web archiving initiatives in

2011 [4] identified 42 initiatives across the world including

the above two initiatives. It shows that 80% of the archives
focused on collecting information of their hosting country,

region, of institution.

Most national and regional web archiving is performed

by national libraries based on national acts for digital

preservation. The earliest acts were in 2003 and 2004. In

2003, the National Library of New Zealand Act 2003 was

established in New Zealand, and the Legal Deposit

Libraries Act 2003 was established in the United Kingdom.
In 2004, the Act to Establish the Library and Archives of

Canada was established in Canada. These were followed by

European and Asian countries.

In 2003, the International Internet Preserving Con-

sortium (IIPC) was formally chartered with national

libraries of France, Australia, Canada, Denmark, Finland,

Iceland, Italy, Norway, Sweden, The British Library

(U.K.), The Library of Congress (United States), and the
Internet Archive. The IIPC has been developing common

tools, techniques, and standards for building international

archives. In 2008, it finalized the Web ARChive (WARC)

file format based on the ARC file format used in the

Internet Archive for archiving multiple web resources into

one long file. The consortium also provides various toolkits

for data acquisition, collection storage, and maintenance.

The number of IIPC members significantly increased since
2003, and over 40 institutes participated as of 2011.

V. WEB ARCHIVES AT UNIVERSITIES

Several universities built their own web archives for

research purposes. This section introduces the three

largest archives: the Stanford WebBase Archive (Stanford,

CA), the Socio-Sense system at the University of Tokyo

(Tokyo, Japan), and the Web Infomall at Peking University

(Beijing, China).

The Stanford WebBase Archive [5] was built as part of

the Stanford Digital Libraries Project. The archive started

its crawl from 2001, and has collected over seven billion

web pages as of 2011. Along with general web crawls, it

includes topic-focused snapshots of websites. For example,

after the Katrina hurricane disaster, 350 sites were crawled

every day for several weeks. The WebBase is used for
developing technologies for crawling, designing web

repository, and various search applications. Some earliest

studies on parallel crawling, effective page refresh policies,

and architecture for web repository are done on the

WebBase. The archived data are opened to be explored by

historians, sociologists, and public policy professionals.

The University of Tokyo is building the Socio-Sense

system [6] for analyzing the societal behavior based on
exhaustive web information, regarding the Web as a

projection of the real world. The system consists of a huge-

scale Japanese web archive, and various analytics engines

with a large-scale display wall (Fig. 2). It has been crawling

Japanese web pages incrementally for 11 years, and has

content nearing 20 billion pages as of 2011. The Socio-

Sense provides structural and temporal web analysis

methods including web community mapping and extrac-
tion of their temporal evolution. The system has been used

by sociological, linguistic, and marketing research experts.

The Peking University started to collect Chinese web

pages in 2001, and has built the Chinese web archive, the

so-called Web Infomall [7]. It has accumulated over three

billion web pages as of 2011, and has been used for

developing search engine technologies.

VI. CONCLUSION

The Internet includes various media formats such as

images, movies, and interactive pages written in HTML5

and script languages. In addition, massive amounts of user-

generated content tends to be isolated and concentrated

Fig. 2. The Socio-Sense System at the University of Tokyo.
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into specific service providers, i.e., photo/video sharing
services and social network services. Because of this situa-

tion, it has become more difficult to collect and preserve

topical information. More sophisticated harvesting tech-

nologies for dynamic and multimedia content are required,
and to establish international acts for promoting interop-

erability between service providers and for preserving

their contents in the future. h
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